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Experimentation aimed at determining the potential benefit of mixed-mode SIMD/MIMD parallel architectures is reported. The experimentation is based on timing measurements made on the PASM system prototype at Purdue utilizing carefully coded synthetic variations of a well-known algorithm. The synthetic algorithms used to measure and evaluate this system were based on the bitonic sorting of sequences stored in the processing elements. This computation was mapped to both the SIMD and MIMD modes of parallelism, as well as to two hybrids of the SIMD and MIMD modes. The computations were coded in these four ways and experiments that explore the trade-offs among them were performed. Consideration is given to the overhead caused by enabling or disabling PEs in SIMD mode and a lower bound on this overhead is shown. Finally, a more efficient PE mask generation scheme for multiple "off-the-shelf" microprocessor-based SIMD systems is emulated and its performance is analyzed. The results of these experiments are presented and are discussed with special consideration of the effects of the system's architecture. The goal is to (as much as possible) obtain implementation independent analyses of the attributes of mixed-mode parallel processing with respect to the computational characteristics of the application being examined. The results are used to gain insight into the impact of computation mode on synchronization and data-conditional aspects of system performance.

1. INTRODUCTION

While extensive past efforts have dealt with the design and analysis of SIMD and MIMD algorithms, computations, and machines, this work describes empirically based architecture research generated from experiments on a mixed-mode machine capable of operating in both modes of parallelism. Furthermore, it is assumed that a mixed-mode machine can switch between modes at instruction level granularity with generally negligible overhead. Examples of mixed-mode machines include PASM [40] and OPSILA [3]. This research was performed in an attempt to gain insight into the characteristics of the general class of SIMD/MIMD mixed-mode parallel architectures. Specifically, the performance of synchronization and data-conditional aspects of the PASM prototype mixed-mode machine are evaluated by exercising the relevant architecture features via synthetic computations. These computations happen to be based on the bitonic sorting [4] of sequences of numbers. This computation was chosen because it has a structure simple enough to permit analysis of architectural features through controlled measurements of program execution time. However, in some cases, to conduct the architecture measurements desired, the synthetic algorithm did not, in fact, perform sequence sorting. That is, the object of the experiments was to evaluate the architecture—not study sequence sorting.

The experiments described are based on pure SIMD, pure MIMD, and two distinct mixed-mode SIMD/MIMD versions of an algorithm based on bitonic merging (sorting) of $N$ distinct elements using $P$ processors, $N > P$, when each processor is initially associated with $N/P$ elements. This is done for values of $N$ ranging from 16 to 512 and for $P$ equal to 4, 8, and 16. The two mixed-mode versions are $S/MIMD$, which uses MIMD mode to evaluate all conditionals and execute conditional instructions and SIMD mode otherwise, and $BMIMD$, which operates exclusively in MIMD mode but uses PASM's SIMD hardware to perform a constant time barrier synchronization just prior to each network transfer. The results show that the $S/MIMD$ version has the best performance, the $BMIMD$ is next, followed by the pure MIMD and pure SIMD, in that order, demonstrating the potential advantage of a mixed-mode architecture for tasks whose...
computational characteristics are similar to those of this application.

In addition to examining the trade-offs among the above modes of parallelism, another architectural design feature is evaluated here. This is the dynamic evaluation of processing element (PE) condition codes (derived from the processor status register) and subsequent enabling and disabling of PEs in multimicroprocessor-based SIMD designs. (A multimicroprocessor-based system is defined here as a system utilizing multiple "off-the-shelf" microprocessors for its PEs.) In such systems, a nonzero amount of overhead is required for the calculation of condition code values and to subsequently enable or disable PEs. This overhead cost further emphasizes the advantage of a mixed-mode architecture for algorithms involving conditional statements based on PE data. The actual impact of the condition code design is measured for the PASM prototype. It is shown that the current PE mask generation method can be enhanced so that system performance is significantly improved. Evaluation of the performance of an enhanced design is performed via an extrapolation of actual system measurements based on synthetic computations.

Analyses are made to obtain results that are as independent of actual architecture implementation as possible. This is necessary to gain insight into the general characteristics of mixed-mode parallel computation. Concerns such as processor technology always present a problem, and in our study these aspects are dealt with by focusing on a comparison among algorithm versions and how these reflect on the basic modes of parallelism. Issues of system design choices are also filtered out by experimentation with synthetic versions that provide emulated timings for various modified system implementations. For example, it is shown that the effects of PASM's current "Condition Code Logic" can be altered to allow a more generic comparison of the SIMD mode with other modes of computation.

It is not the goal of this study to find a fast parallel sorting algorithm; the fact that the application used is sorting is irrelevant. The goal of the study presented here is to examine the trade-offs among the different modes of parallelism and their hybrids. For this particular study, a realistic application that was inter-PE communication intensive and local data conditional intensive was sought. Furthermore, the ability to vary this intensity was desired. The bitonic sequence sorting algorithm had the desired computational characteristics for this study and so was chosen.

Section 2 briefly reviews related work, and Section 3 overviews PASM and its prototype. Section 4 describes the basic algorithm that was used, while Section 5 provides the programmed variations of this algorithm as implemented on PASM for use in the experiments. The raw data are presented in Section 6. In Section 7, the empirical results are discussed with special consideration of the PASM architecture, the effects of inter-PE communication overhead, and condition code evaluation. A modification to the current design of PASM's condition code logic is proposed and its performance is evaluated in Section 8.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Work relating to this research includes measurements of algorithm performance on actual parallel systems, analytical studies of parallel systems, and simulations of parallel systems [20]. These measurements fall into three major categories: benchmarks, initial experiments, and highly efficient parallel programs.

Benchmarks are intended to measure the peak performance of a system and to compare system speeds utilizing a common task and the system's own compilers. Many packages are available for this method, including LINPACK [12], EISPACK [42], the Los Alamos benchmark [18], and the Livermore benchmark [30]. Dongarra has compiled a list of the relative efficiencies of over 100 computers using the LINPACK package [11] and much work has been done in developing new benchmarks. Benchmarks are very good for determining the relative performance of machines running standard software and with parallelizing compilers. However, they are not a true architecture evaluation metric because they do not take suboptimal compilers and the effects of program restructuring into account. Work involving the performance benefit of program restructuring utilizing various system models includes [27, 28, 22]. Other work on the effects of program restructuring has been done for some specific commercial machines, including the CRAY X-MP [6], the Alliant FX/8 [23], and the CRAY-1 [43].

The second category, initial experiments, includes programs designed to test either a prototype or a simulator to better determine how it will perform with existing applications. These are usually coded with either an explicitly parallel language (e.g., C with tasking and communications extensions) or in assembly language and tend to be well-understood algorithms. Here, the algorithms need not necessarily be coded efficiently. These programs include matrix multiplication [14], FFT [5], partial differential equation solvers [15], and other relatively simple parallel algorithms [7]. Work in this area has been performed on the BBN Butterfly [9], CM* [15, 16], the CM-1 and CM-2 [46], OPSII A [3, 13], PASM [5, 14], and Warp [2]. Work of this type has also been performed on simulation models of proposed architectures, such as an optical architecture [29], dataflow architectures [17, 32], VMP [8], and SM3 [45].

The final category, highly efficient parallel programs, includes work performed to achieve very high efficiency and to determine the limits of parallelism in an application. The programs used in this type of work may be coded in part in assembly language and utilize highly efficient techniques to gain the maximum performance from a machine. An early example of this work was performed by Rosenfeld [34] on
a simulated architecture. Other work includes [15], which explored the speedup possible on the Cm* testbed. An effort in this area has been performed by Gustafson et al. [19], utilizing a 1024-processor NCube. This work illustrated the scaled speedup approach and showed how it was possible to achieve a speedup of 1020 on a 1024-processor hypercube performing a nontrivial application. Other work has been performed on PASM showing how super-unitary speedup [21] could be achieved relative to the number of PEs [14].

The research being presented here utilizes elements of all of these techniques to gain insight into parallel architectures. This work is distinguished from the above related efforts in that it focuses on mixed-mode parallel computing and on the specific effects of a system's architecture and mode of computation.

3 OVERVIEW OF PASM AND THE PASM PROTOTYPE

The PASM (partitionable SIMD/MIMD) system is a dynamically reconfigurable architectural design where (1) the processors may be partitioned to form cooperating or independent submachines of various sizes, (2) each submachine can operate in SIMD or MIMD mode and switch between the two with instruction level granularity and generally negligible overhead (mixed-mode parallelism), and (3) the processors communicate through a multistage cube network that can be software configured to provide different connection topologies. A 30-processor prototype has been constructed at Purdue and was used in the experiments described in Section 6. This section discusses the PASM architecture characteristics that are most relevant to the reported experimentation. For a more general description of the architecture and its use, see [38, 39, 40].

The Parallel Computation Unit of PASM contains \( P = 2^p \) PEs (numbered from 0 to \( P - 1 \)) and an interconnection network. Each PE is a processor/memory pair. The PE processors are sophisticated microprocessors that perform the actual SIMD and MIMD operations. The PE memory modules are used by the processors for data storage in SIMD mode and both data and instruction storage in MIMD mode. The Micro Controllers (MCs) are a set of \( Q = 2^4 \) processors, numbered from 0 to \( Q - 1 \), that act as the control units for the PEs in SIMD mode and may orchestrate the activities of the PEs in MIMD mode. Each MC controls \( P/Q \) PEs, and together an MC and its PEs are referred to as an MC group. PASM has been designed for \( P = 1024 \) and \( Q = 32 \) (\( P = 16 \) and \( Q = 4 \) in the prototype). A set of MC groups form a submachine. In SIMD mode, each MC fetches instructions and common data from its associated memory module, executes the control flow instructions (e.g., branches), and broadcasts the data processing instructions to its PEs. In MIMD mode, each MC may get instructions and common data for coordinating its PEs from its memory.

Special hardware coordinates the multiple MCs that are concurrently operating together as a submachine [35].

The PASM prototype system was built for \( P = 16 \) and \( Q = 4 \). This system employs Motorola MC68000 processors with a clock speed of 8 MHz as PE and MC CPUs. The interconnection network is a circuit-switched Extra Stage Cube network, which is a fault-tolerant variation of the multistage cube network [1, 41]. Because knowledge about the MC and the way in which SIMD mode is implemented with standard MC68000 microprocessors is essential to the understanding of the behavior that was observed in the experiments, the SIMD instruction broadcast mechanism is over-viewed below.

Consider the simplified MC structure shown in Fig. 1 [35]. The MC contains a memory module from which the MC CPU reads instructions and data. Whenever the MC CPU needs to broadcast SIMD instructions to its associated PEs, it first sets the Mask Register in the Fetch Unit, thereby determining which PEs will participate in the following instructions. It then writes a control word to the Fetch Unit Controller that specifies the location and size of a block of SIMD instructions in the Fetch Unit RAM. The Fetch Unit Controller automatically moves this block word by word into the Fetch Unit Queue. Whenever an instruction word is enqueued, the current value of the Mask Register is enqueued as well. A mask consists of a simple bit vector where if \( v(i) = 1 \), PE \( i \) of the MC group is enabled. Because the Fetch Unit Controller enqueues blocks of SIMD instructions automatically, the MC CPU can proceed with other operations without waiting for all instructions to be enqueued.

PEs execute SIMD instructions by performing an instruction fetch from the SIMD instruction space, a reserved area within the PE logical address space. This is handled by the PE's Instruction Broadcast Unit (IBU), shown in Fig. 2 [35]. Whenever the IBU detects an access to this area (which does not correspond to part of the PE's physical memory), a request for an SIMD instruction is sent to the Fetch Unit. Only after all PEs in the submachine that are enabled for the current instruction have issued a request is the instruction

![FIG. 1. Simplified MC structure.](image-url)
Consider the time required for synchronization after all PEs in the submachine have requested synchronization, i.e., not including the time each PE needs to wait for the other PEs in the submachine to complete all operations and generate synchronization requests. Because all of these requested data fetches are satisfied simultaneously, the amount of time required for this synchronization is constant. Further, it is equal to the memory access time of a location within the PE’s SIMD address space. Because this time does not increase significantly with the number of MC groups in the submachine, this is considered to be of $O(1)$ time complexity. For a more complete description of the implementation of the SIMD instruction broadcast mechanism, see [35].

Another component of PASM that is critical for this study is its circuit-switched multistage cube interconnection network. The PASM network operates as follows. The sending PE establishes a path through the network by first writing a PE routing tag to the network Data Transfer Register Input (DTRIn) associated with that PE. The PE must then set a bit in a control register to instruct the network interface to interpret the value in the DTRIn as a routing tag for setting up a path through the network. The routing tag will be the first data item received from the network at the beginning of a network transfer. Word (16-bit) data values may now be written to the DTRIn and automatically sent through the network. The receiving PE reads the transferred word from its network Data Transfer Register Output (DTROut). At the end of a network transfer, the sending PE must write a “drop path request” to the network control register. This will close the established network path.

In SIMD mode, the MCs can perform data-conditional operations that are dependent on PE results. To support this, the Condition Code Logic (CCL) (see Fig. 2) is provided [35]. This permits the MCs to request condition code information from the PEs. This conditional information may be used to generate SIMD masks on the basis of the results of operations performed in the PEs. It may also be used to alter program control flow at the MC level (e.g., “if any” or “if all” statements). In addition, it may be used to generate masks that are not purely a function of local conditional information from within each PE (e.g., the condition code bit from one PE may be needed to compute the mask bit for another PE). The CCL consists of two parts, the PE Condition Code Logic (PE-CCL) and the MC Condition Code Logic (MC-CCL). The PE-CCL consists of two 1-bit registers, the PE Condition Code Synchronization (PE-CCS) register and the PE Condition Code Value (PE-CCV) register. These registers are mapped into the MC-CCL, which consists of two $(P/Q)$-bit registers. These are the MC Condition Code Synchronization (MC-CCS) register and the MC Condition Code Value (MC-CCV) register. Each of these contains $P/Q$ bits corresponding to the bits of the PE-CCVs and PE-CCSs in the MC’s submachine. The operation of the CCL is described in Section 7.2.

![FIG. 2. MC-PE connections.](image-url)
4. BITONIC SORTING ALGORITHM FOR SIMD MACHINES

The model of SIMD machines used as a framework for the description of the bitonic sorting algorithm in this section was introduced in [37]. There are \( P = 2^p \) PEs numbered (addressed) from 0 to \( P - 1 \). Each PE includes a processor, a memory module, a single data transfer register (DTR), and a register containing the PE's address (ADDR). "ADDR(i)" denotes the \( i \)th bit of ADDR. An interconnection network is a set of interconnection functions, each a bijection on the set of PE addresses. When an interconnection function "\( f \)" is executed, the contents of the DTR of PE \( i \) are copied into the DTR of PE \( f(i) \), for all \( i, 0 < i < P \), simultaneously. 

A bitonic sequence is a sequence of numbers \( x_0, x_1, \ldots, x_{r-1} \), such that \( x_0 \leq \cdots \leq x_k < x_{k+1} \geq \cdots \geq x_{r-1} \), for some \( k, 0 < k < r \), or (b) a cyclic rotation of such a sequence. Consider a list of \( P \) items, one in the DTR of each PE. Assume the data in the DTRs of the \( P \) PEs form a bitonic sequence when listed in order from PE 0 to PE \( P - 1 \), where \( r = P \) and \( k = P/2 \). Let \( A \) denote an internal CPU register in each PE. Then to sort the DTR data so that the data item in PE \( i \) is less than or equal to the data item in PE \( i + 1 \), \( 0 < i < P - 2 \), all PEs execute the algorithm shown in Fig. 3.

In the algorithm, each PE saves the value of its DTR and \( DTR(i) \) min(DTR, A). The minimum of each data pair is saved in the PE with a 0 in the \( i \)th position. All PEs whose \( i \)th address bit is 1 compute the \( P/2 \) maximums in parallel. The interconnection network is used to implement the "cube," function to transfer the DTR data between different pairs of PEs.

To sort arbitrary sequences, as opposed to bitonic sequences, \( p \) stages of bitonic sorters are needed, numbered from 1 to \( p \). The \( i \)th stage acts as \( 2^{p-i} \) 2\(^i\)-element bitonic sequence sorters, \( 1 \leq i \leq p \). Half of these sorters produce ascending sequences, as described in Fig. 3. The other half produce descending sequences by switching the "min" and "max" functions in the algorithm. By alternating the ascending and descending bitonic sequence sorters at stage \( i \), \( 2^{p-(i+1)} \) bitonic sequences of length \( 2^{i+1} \) are formed. These bitonic sequences are sorted by stage \( i + 1 \). Therefore, an arbitrary sequence sorter is constructed by starting with \( P/2 \) alternating ascending and descending 2-element bitonic sorters, then \( P/4 \) alternating ascending and descending 4-element bitonic sorters, etc., ending with a single \( P \)-element bitonic sorter (see [26]). Thus, the algorithm shown in Fig. 4, executed by all enabled PEs in the SIMD machine, sorts an unordered list of \( P \) data items, one in the DTR of each PE.

In the arbitrary sequence sorter, the conditional "if \( j = p \) or ADDR(j) = 0" determines, for each value of \( j \), which PEs will act as ascending sorters and which will act as descending sorters. The variable \( type \) specifies whether a sort should produce an ascending or descending sequence. The number of interprocessor data transfer used is \( p(p + 1)/2 \). The asymptotic time complexity of the entire algorithm is \( O(p^2) \).

In the following sections, a variation on the bitonic sorting algorithm is studied. It is assumed that the number of items to be sorted is \( N = 2^p \), and each PE initially contains a sorted list of \( N/P \) data items. Figure 4 is modified in the following way to handle lists. Consider an instance of "\( X \leftarrow \min(X, Y) \)" or "\( X \leftarrow \max(X, Y) \)." \( X \) and \( Y \) are now \( N/P \) element lists. An ordered "merge" of lists \( X \) and \( Y \) is performed. The \( N/P \) smallest elements are the value of the min, while the \( N/P \) largest elements are the value of the max.

The modified \( i \) loop from Fig. 4 is shown in Fig. 5. In each PE, the portion of the list to be sorted is held in \( X \), a one-dimensional array of \( N/P \) elements. For the \( q \) loop, each PE \( \alpha \) receives a copy of the \( X \) array of PE "\( \text{cube}(\alpha) \)" and stores it in \( Y \). Then, in each PE, "merge(\( X, X', Y' \))" merges the sorted lists \( X \) and \( Y \) into the sorted list \( X \cup Y \) and places the lesser half in \( X' \) and the greater half in \( Y' \). This is a simple \( O(N/P) \) merge routine for merging two sorted lists. It requires at most 3 \((N/P)\) if-then-else conditional operations. These are to check which of the elements being examined (using data local to the PEs) is lower, to check if the end of list \( X \) has been reached, and to check if the end of list \( Y \) has been reached. In MIMD mode, when the end of a list is reached, a PE simply copies the remainder of the other list onto the end of the new sorted sequence (reducing
for \( j = 1 \) step +1 until \( p \) do
  if \( j = p \) or ADDR\((j)\) = 0 then type \( \leftarrow 0 \) else type \( \leftarrow 1 \)
  for \( i = j-1 \) step -1 until 0 do
    if type = 0
      then if ADDR\((i)\) = 0 then DTR \( \leftarrow \) min\((DTR,A)\)
          else DTR \( \leftarrow \) max\((DTR,A)\)
    else if ADDR\((i)\) = 0
      then DTR \( \leftarrow \) max\((DTR,A)\)
      else DTR \( \leftarrow \) min\((DTR,A)\)

FIG. 4. Arbitrary sequence sorter.

the number of needed conditional statements). In SIMD mode, PEs may reach the end of a list at different times. To handle this, the completed list is represented by an element with a value larger than all allowable values. This causes the remainder of the other list to be copied onto the end of the new sorted sequence.

After completing the merge, the PEs use "choose\((X, X', Y')\)" to choose between the two lists (pointers) depending on each PE's value of type and "ADDR\((i)\)." This is analogous to establishing ascending and descending sequences in Fig. 4 (with the elements within each list \( X' \) and \( Y' \) always in ascending order):

choose \((X, X', Y')\) {
  if(type = ADDR\((i)\))
    then \( X \leftarrow X' \)
    else \( X \leftarrow Y' \)
}

"Choose" contains several statements that are dependent on PE numbers and therefore requires masking in SIMD mode. However, this situation differs from the merge routine in that the masks are independent of local PE data and are precomputed. Thus, the CCL is unnecessary in the implementation of this routine. Each PE now has a new \( X \) list and deletes its \( Y \) list.

5. IMPLEMENTATIONS OF THE ALGORITHM

Programs implementing the sorting algorithm described above were coded in each of PASM's basic modes, SIMD and MIMD. The algorithm was also coded in a barrier synchronized version (BMIMD) and an S/MIMD version. In each of these versions, each PE contains a list of \( N/P \) data elements, each of which is an \((N/P)\)-element subset of \( N \) unsigned uniformly distributed random 8-bit integers. The elements within a subset are sorted in advance and placed in a PE in ascending order. Upon completion of the algorithm, all lists are merged such that the data will be in ascending order within and across PEs (i.e., if \( i \) is in PE \( x \) and \( j \) is in PE \( x + 1 \) then \( i \leq j \)). All calculations are made as early as possible so that no invariants are recomputed. This includes the calculation of type in each iteration of the \( j \) loop and the masks for the choose routine in SIMD mode (which are stored in tables) for each iteration of the \( i \) loop. Because the masking required for the choose routine depended only on the PE number and \( i \), these masks could be precomputed and therefore did not add any overhead in SIMD mode other than the serialization inherent in masking (i.e., the "then" must precede the "else," see Section 5.1).

5.1. MIMD

In the MIMD version, all instructions are executed in the PEs and are fetched from the PEs' own memory modules. All data are contained in the PEs' memory modules. MIMD mode is a natural choice over SIMD for this algorithm because, while programs in each PE are the same, the if-then-else constructs based on PE data conditions in the merge routine are executed more efficiently in MIMD mode. When these are executed in SIMD mode, the then must finish on the PEs for which the if condition is true while the PEs for which it is false remain idle. Thus, this latter set of PEs will execute the else statement while the former group of PEs remains idle. This adds more serialization than is necessary in MIMD mode. In MIMD mode, PEs execute the data-conditional statements independently and therefore are never forced to be idle because of such a statement. In addition, the generation of conditional masks in SIMD mode adds considerable overhead, as is discussed in Section 7.2.

However, a disadvantage of MIMD mode is that after the choose routine, the PEs cannot proceed completely independently. This is because the network in PASM appears as an I/O device and the PEs' CPUs must move data into and out of the network explicitly. Therefore, a PE must wait to send its data until the PE it is sending to is ready to receive, and vice versa. The PE cannot proceed to the merge portion of the algorithm while waiting to send or receive data because the merge is dependent on data from this transfer. Thus, it must wait until the network operation can take place, hence requiring the use of blocking network reads and writes. These require software polling by the PEs, which adds substantial overhead to the MIMD version. In the MIMD version, even if the network is ready to accept data, the PE must first check the network input buffer, which requires a memory-to-reg-

for \( i = j-1 \) step -1 until 0 do
  for \( q = 1 \) step +1 until \( N/P \) do
    DTRIn \( \leftarrow \) X\([q]\)
    cubeq
    Y\([q]\) \( \leftarrow \) DTROut
    merge \((X,Y,X',Y')\)
    choose \((X,X',Y')\)

FIG. 5. Inner loop for sorting lists.
ister move, a logical AND, and a compare instruction. If the previous transfer has not yet completed, the PEs must repeat this test until it has. Finally, when the buffer is ready, a memory-to-memory move instruction is needed to perform the transfer. To receive data, a similar procedure in which the network output buffer is polled to determine if it contains any data must be carried out. Then, when there is data to be read, a memory-to-memory move instruction is required.

This overhead could be reduced if DMA block transfers were possible. In this case only a single transfer would be necessary in each iteration of the i loop in Figure 5. However, it was assumed that the basic model under consideration was that of a single-word DTR-based network. In addition, interrupt-driven network routines were not utilized because their use would not be of any benefit. This is because of the data dependency that exists between the completion of the network transfer and the merge. Furthermore, they would add overhead related to interrupt handling. It is possible that a combination of code reordering, interrupt drive I/O, and DMA control could improve the performance of the pure MIMD version. However, the results presented here indicate that a mixed-mode version will still perform better than an improved MIMD version.

5.2. SIMD

In the SIMD version, a PE receives all instructions from its MC’s Fetch Unit through a FIFO queue, as described in Section 3. All data stored in the PEs are held in their memory modules. Looping and control flow instructions are executed on the MCs, while data manipulation and effective address calculation instructions are executed on the PEs. Also, PE masks are needed to enable and disable PEs. The masks are generated on the basis of either the PE number or PE local data contained in their condition code status register. The masks based on PE number that are used in the choose routine are precalculated because they are static for a given problem size and number of PEs being used. The data-conditional masks (if-then-else statements) are contained in the merge portion of the algorithm and utilize the CCL to determine the proper masks.

SIMD mode is the slowest version of the algorithm for several reasons. First, as stated previously there is added serialization due to the inability of the PEs to overlap the then and else statements of the if-then-else constructs; i.e., when some PEs are executing the then statements, none can be executing the else statements. This occurs for both the merge and the choose routines. Because these are present in the merge routine, this serialization increases as N increases (for fixed P). In addition, the current prototype implementation of the CCL design can be enhanced, as is discussed in Section 7.2.

An advantage, however, of SIMD mode is the ability to do very quick network transfers. In PASM, the network appears as two memory-mapped I/O registers, one for sending data (DTRin) and one for receiving (DTRout) data. Because in SIMD mode all PEs operate in lock-step, there is no need to poll the network input buffer before sending data to determine if the previous transfer has completed. This eliminates a substantial overhead that is incurred in the MIMD version. For SIMD mode, only the final memory-to-memory move instruction used in MIMD mode is needed for sending or receiving.

In addition, SIMD mode has the ability to overlap MC control flow instructions with PE computations. This is because of the FIFO queue in each MC’s Fetch Unit. The MCs send blocks of instructions to the PEs and these blocks are enqueued by the Fetch Unit for execution on the PEs. Because of this enqueuing, the MC is free to execute control flow instructions while the PEs execute the enqueued instructions. This overlap has been shown to yield a significant performance benefit [14]. However, this is dependent on the FIFO remaining nonempty. Unfortunately, each time the CCL is used it requires that the FIFO empty at least once. This is because the new mask value must be determined using the CCL before the Mask Register can be loaded for the new instructions to be enqueued. When this occurs, the overlap effect is eliminated. This makes the overlap benefit less evident in the portions of the algorithm where data dependent masks are generated (i.e., the merge routine). However, when masks based on PE addresses (not PE data) can be precomputed they do not prevent MC/PE overlap (i.e., the mask controlling the choose routine).

5.3. BMIMD

To reduce the network overhead in the MIMD version, a BMIMD version of the algorithm was developed. This version is identical to the MIMD version except that before each network transfer occurs, the PEs are barrier synchronized utilizing the SIMD instruction space, as described in Section 3. This synchronization consists of a single memory move instruction and allows the network registers to be written to and read from without polling (as in SIMD mode). This provides a substantial reduction in execution time over the MIMD version by greatly reducing network overhead. As in the MIMD case, if block transfers were possible, only a single such transfer would be required for each iteration of the i loop in Fig. 5. Thus, the synchronization overhead would be reduced to a single barrier per i-loop iteration.

5.4. S/MIMD

While the BMIMD version reduced the overhead required for network transfers, it did not eliminate it as the SIMD mode did (i.e., it had to do the SIMD memory space read to synchronize). Also, the benefit of the control flow overlap is not possible in the BMIMD version. To examine this effect, a fourth version of the algorithm that transfers complete
control back and forth between SIMD and MIMD modes to optimize the algorithm with respect to the best possible mode for each segment of the algorithm was created. The merge and choose routines are executed in MIMD mode. All other operations are done in SIMD mode. This permits the \( i, j, \) and \( q \) loops to be controlled by the MC, thus allowing this control flow to be overlapped. It also allows all network transfers to be done in SIMD mode. The only added overhead is in the movement between SIMD and MIMD modes. These mode switches are performed with JMP instructions and are therefore of minimal cost.

6. EXPERIMENTS PERFORMED

The algorithm versions were coded in MC68000 assembly language and executed on the PASM prototype. Timings were made using PASM's internal timers (MC68230 chips). The execution times of the four versions were measured for \( 4 \leq n \leq 9 \) with \( p = 2, 3 \) and \( 5 \leq n \leq 9 \) with \( p = 4 (N = 2^p, P = 2^p) \). These measurements are shown in Figs. 6 through 10. These figures utilize a log scale (vertical axis) for execution time and a linear scale (horizontal axis) for problem size, \( N \), and are each for a fixed size submachine of PEs, \( P \). Also, an SIMD version that did not test condition codes (SIMD/no-CC) was timed to determine a lower bound for SIMD execution time (i.e., it was intended to simulate zero-cost mask generation). This version did not produce valid output and ignored condition codes by always enabling all PEs. More details on this version are provided in Section 7.2. In addition, an SIMD modified condition code (SIMD/m-CC) version that emulated a more efficient mask generation method was timed. This version also did not produce valid output. It is described in Section 8.

7. DISCUSSION

In this section, the different versions of the algorithm are discussed and compared. Also, the effects of the architectural features on these programs are evaluated and the differences in these effects across the versions are examined. Absolute execution times are unimportant here; it is the relative execution times as a function of mode of parallelism, \( N \), and \( P \) that are of interest. In each case, the inherent attributes of the modes of parallelism and of the system's architecture are considered.

7.1. Overall Comparison

As can be seen from Figs. 6, 7, and 8, the fastest version was clearly the S/MIMD version, with the execution time of the BMIMD version slightly greater at all points. After these two mixed-mode versions, the MIMD version was next, with the SIMD version being the slowest. Note the similarity between Figs. 6 and 7. This is due to the time complexity of the algorithm, which is proportional to \((N/P)p(p+1)/2\). This complexity is the same for \( P = 4 \) and \( P = 8 ((N/P)p(p+1)/2) \). However, slight differences still occur due to variations in overheads and control flow overlap.

**MIMD vs BMIMD.** First, consider the MIMD and BMIMD versions. Conceptually, these were the most similar of the four versions. As can be seen from the graph, their execution times start out close and, as \( N \) increases, the difference between the execution times of MIMD and the BMIMD versions increases. (Note that a constant vertical distance between lines of positive slope represents an increasing difference on this log scale.) The use of barrier synchronization is the only difference between the MIMD and BMIMD versions. The number of network transfers is \((N/P)p(p + 1)/2\), so as \( N \) increases the advantage gained by the more efficient network transfer in BMIMD mode also grows.

**S/MIMD Comparison.** The S/MIMD version was faster than the other versions and improved in relation to the MIMD and BMIMD versions as \( N \) increased. Its speed can be attributed to its having almost no overhead for network transfers and the added advantage of the control flow overlap when in SIMD mode. In fact, the only overhead present in this version but not present in the others was that of explicitly transferring control between SIMD and MIMD modes. Note that as \( N \) increases the advantage of S/MIMD over MIMD and BMIMD improves due to the \((N/P)p(p+1)/2\) complexity of the \( q \) loop (see Fig. 5). These operations benefit from SIMD control flow overlap and SIMD synchronized network transfers. Also, the mode changing overhead of S/MIMD mode is outside of the \( q \) loop and occurs only \( p(p+1)/2 \) times. In BMIMD mode, the barrier synchronization overhead is within the \( q \) loop and therefore occurs \((N/P)p(p+1)/2\) times. However, for this particular
study, the difference between BMIMD and S/MIMD is not that great.

SIMD Comparison. There is a large difference evident between the SIMD version and the other three versions. This can most readily be attributed to the design of the CCL. The use of the CCL occurs within the $O((N/P)p(p+1)/2)$ time complexity merge routine that was the source of all of the PE local data conditional instruction overhead and most of the if-then-else serialization due to masking (as was mentioned in Section 5.2).

7.2. Effects of the Condition Code Logic

Consider the execution times of the SIMD version both with and without conditional mask generation (Figs. 6 to 8). While the shapes of these two curves are similar, there was a large difference between the performances of these versions. This difference is due to the overhead caused by PE mask generation. The SIMD version represents the current design of the PASM prototype's CCL, while the SIMD with no conditional mask generation (SIMD/no-CC) version represents a lower bound on execution time if conditional masks could be generated with zero cost. These data were collected by removing the relevant statements from the program, e.g., doing the comparison and transferring the results from the PEs to the MC. This is to avoid any time penalty caused by any inefficiencies in the specific implementation of data-conditional masking in the prototype.

One of the main goals of the PASM architecture was to create a system capable of operating as an SIMD machine from off-the-shelf processors. This approach had several obstacles, one of which was the problem of determining the status of the PEs to generate conditional PE masks. Typical microprocessors do not have the contents of their internal status register available on external pins. In an SIMD ma-

machine utilizing custom processor design, there could obviously be a global status register accessible directly by the MC (for "if any" type instructions) and set directly by the PEs whenever an operation that affects the processor status is performed. This situation is approximated by the SIMD/no-CC version because the setting of conditional bits in a custom processor design would be passive and would not require any added overhead. However, this was not possible in the multimicroprocessor PASM architecture, so it became necessary to design external hardware capable of disabling PEs, combining status information given to it by the PEs, and making the result available to the MCs. This operation is performed on PASM by the CCL briefly described in Section 3. To better explain the effects of the current implementation of the PASM CCL, the operation of the current design is now described. Referring to Figs. 1 and 2, consider how an MC receives conditional information from its PEs.

To simplify the implementation of the prototype, data-conditional masking is done by having an MC read its PEs' conditional values and set the Fetch Unit Mask Register appropriately. When an MC wants to test a status flag on its PEs it must:

1. send an instruction (via the Fetch Unit Queue) to its PEs to clear their PE-CCS registers;
2. wait for all of its PEs to finish this operation by waiting for all bits of its MC-CCS register to clear (this requires that the Fetch Unit Queue empty while the MC waits for its MC-CCS to clear);
3. send instructions to its PEs to move their status register contents to a memory-mapped register and indicate what condition (e.g., $<=$) should be tested by special hardware provided to calculate this value and place it in the PE-CCV;
4. send an instruction to the PEs to set their PE-CCS registers to indicate that the value in their PE-CCV register is valid.

FIG. 7. Execution time vs problem size for $P = 8$.

FIG. 8. Execution time vs problem size for $P = 16$. 
(5) poll its MC-CCS register until all PEs have set their PE-CCS registers (this requires that the Fetch Unit Queue empty while the MC waits for its MC-CCS to become set).

The MC can then read the status information from its MC-CCV register and generate the appropriate mask. Hardware for combining condition codes from different MCs when necessary is also provided. For the results presented here, this whole process (with 8 MHz MC68,000 technology) takes about 448 CPU cycles (56 μs), thus adding a considerable overhead to the mask generation.

Another problem with generating masks on PASM is that each time a mask is generated, the Fetch Unit Queue is emptied (as mentioned in step 5 above). This, unfortunately, is necessary because masks cannot be changed once an instruction has been enqueued by the MC. This is analogous to the problem of a pipeline’s emptying due to conditional branches in a typical RISC processor. This pipeline flushing is necessary because the MC is unable to send instructions into the Fetch Unit Queue until their masks are known. Furthermore, the MC must wait to send this instruction until it knows the status of the PEs, thus making the PEs stand idle while this mask is being generated. Normally, instructions executed by the MC may be overlapped with the execution of PE instructions. This added MC/PE serialization also degrades the performance of the SIMD version: however, its effect is hard to quantify because it is dependent on the application and programming style. This effect is further exacerbated by the current CCL design because of the length of time required for this mask generation.

7.3. SIMD/no-CC vs S/MIMD and BMIMD

In this section, the SIMD/no-CC version that has no conditional mask generation is compared with the two fastest versions to get a better sense of the differences between SIMD/no-CC and the mixed-mode versions. This case still assumes a Mask Register in each MC; however, it simulates zero-cost condition code determination. It does not attempt to emulate a masking scheme where PEs can enable and disable themselves as in the CM-2[46] and other SIMD machines. As is evident from Figs. 6 through 8, the SIMD/no-CC version is relatively close to the others for small N, but its execution time increases sharply as N increases (recall that execution time is on a log scale). In the S/MIMD and BMIMD versions, the execution time increases smoothly and with a slope much smaller than that in the SIMD/no-CC version. This is mainly caused by the added serialization in the merge routine due to the if-then-else statements it contains. One is to check which list has the smallest element, one is to check if the X list has reached the end, and the third is to check if the Y list has reached the end (see Section 4). The merge is executed \( \frac{p(p + 1)}{2} \) times, and for each merge execution, each of the three if-then-else statements is executed up to \( N/P \) times. Therefore, the number of iterations of this loop will increase \( O(N) \) for \( P \) held fixed. Hence, the serialization added due to the if-then-else statements will also increase \( O(N) \) for \( P \) held fixed. While the number of these constructs increases similarly in the MIMD design of the merge routine that was implemented in the BMIMD and S/MIMD versions, it did not add additional overhead because the then and else segments could be overlapped across PEs (i.e., the then and else are not serialized; each PE independently executes the then or the else).

Another factor to consider was the efficiency of the network transfers in the SIMD/no-CC and S/MIMD versions. While the BMIMD version has very low overhead transfers, there is still a finite overhead required for each network operation over the necessary memory-to-memory move instruction to load the memory-mapped DTR. Because there must be \( \frac{(N/P)p(p + 1)}{2} \) network transfers, the network synchronization overhead for BMIMD mode will increase \( O(N) \) for \( P \) held fixed while mode switching overhead for the S/MIMD version remains constant for \( P \) held fixed. The SIMD/no-CC version has no extra barrier or mode switching overhead, but due to the other factors mentioned, it is not faster than the BMIMD and S/MIMD versions. This effect becomes evident however only for large \( N \), and this, along with the control flow overlap, makes S/MIMD the fastest version.

While the performance gain of S/MIMD mode over BMIMD mode in this particular study may not in itself justify the added cost of support for SIMD mode, SIMD mode uses less memory (i.e., programs are not replicated), is easier to program, and can provide more significant speedups in other applications [14, 38]. This issue is the subject of ongoing research.

8. A POSSIBLE MODIFICATION TO THE PASM CCL

The current design of PASM’s CCL has been shown to be somewhat inefficient. Given this fact, and the fact that a lower bound on execution time has been measured, consider a different masking scheme appropriate for the design of multicomputer-based SIMD/MIMD computers.

The SIMD/m-CC version, which was intended to emulate a more efficient mask generation method, was programmed and executed on PASM. This version assumes that the worst case time for the MC to read the PE status information and combine the PE-CCV registers into a mask vector is no longer than PASM’s memory module access time (~600 ns). This combining would involve the generation of a bit mask representing the results of a logical operation from raw status information and would be performed by new logic added to the MC. This new logic is called the MC’s Combining Logic. The emulation of this new mechanism was accomplished by simply adding a register-to-memory move instruction to the PE’s program and a memory-to-register move to the MC’s program wherever a condition test result should be sent from a PE to its MC (the PE status bits are still set and a vector
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of all ones is enqueued as the mask value in the Fetch Unit Queue). It is assumed that the access time of the PE-CCV and MC-CCV registers will be as least as fast as the dynamic RAM used in the memory modules. Because the register-to-memory and memory-to-register moves will require \( \sim 1200 \) ns, which is assumed to be longer than would be needed in an actual implementation of this modified CCL, the time required by the Combining Logic to calculate the mask vector is included in this delay. This synthetic version did not, however, produce valid sorted output because the masks were never actually set properly. The SIMD/m-CC version is plotted along with the SIMD/no-CC and SIMD execution times for \( P = 8 \) in Fig. 9.

This graph demonstrates two things. First, it is possible to implement the condition code logic in a way that substantially reduces overhead relative to that in the current design. This new version was substantially faster than the SIMD version with the current design and was faster than the MIMD version for small values of \( N \), as seen in Fig. 10. However, there is still overhead required for conditional mask generation, and this overhead increases with \( N \), thus keeping the relationship among all curves the same with respect to the mixed-mode versions for \( N \geq 32 \). Unfortunately, this relatively minimal overhead is virtually impossible to avoid in a multimicroprocessor system made from off-the-shelf components and is one of the major drawbacks of using off-the-shelf components in an SIMD machine. However, this can likely be justified simply by the cost considerations of designing a custom processor. Also, the use of standard components simplifies the design of the PEs and enables them to run efficiently in MIMD mode. For a more detailed discussion of masking techniques, and possible hardware modifications to the PASM prototype to support them, see [31].

It is important at this time to point out that this algorithm was intended to be a worst case situation. Many algorithms do not exhibit as much use of conditional masking, and for those algorithms SIMD mode may be the best, as shown elsewhere [14]. Therefore, a more efficient masking scheme may allow some algorithms to perform better in SIMD mode than in S/MIMD mode by eliminating the mode switching overhead.

9. CONCLUSION

Experiments on the PASM prototype designed to examine the trade-offs among the SIMD, MIMD, BMIMD, and S/MIMD modes of parallelism were described. In addition, the effects of SIMD PE mask generation were considered. Experiments consisted of measurements of the execution time of synthetic variations of a bitonic sorting algorithm. The algorithm has feasible implementations in each of the SIMD, MIMD, BMIMD, and S/MIMD modes and, further, exercises PE mask generation and network transfer aspects of the architecture. Execution times for different size lists, numbers of processors, and modes of parallelism were collected. These data were evaluated and discussed, while the effects of the various parameters in the test were examined.

Had the initial list within each PE been unsorted rather than sorted, added time cost would occur before the start of the current routine. This would represent an extra time added to the total sort time but would not affect the relative performance of the different modes for the algorithm as studied. It would only increase the number of data-conditional operations, thus making the pure SIMD version perform worse (all of the other modes would do the initial sort in MIMD fashion).

A lower bound on the execution time of PASM's SIMD PE mask generation was measured. On the basis of this experience, a naive change in the design of PASM's mask generation logic that brought PASM's performance closer to this lower bound was proposed and experiments to quantitatively measure the effect of this change were performed.

FIG. 9. Execution time vs problem size for \( P = 8 \).

FIG. 10. Execution time vs problem size for \( P = 8 \).
This lower bound helps to indicate some deficiencies inherent in SIMD mode (i.e., if-then-else serialization) and demonstrates the need for mixed-mode architectures. This part of the study also demonstrates how particular details of the PASM prototype implementation can be stripped away in order to make the results of this research more generally applicable.

It was not the goal of this paper to present a method for parallel sorting on PASM. The goal was to investigate the impacts of inherent attributes of SIMD, MIMD, and mixed-mode parallelism for a given set of computational characteristics. This was done by a combination of experimentation on actual hardware and algorithm complexity analyses.

The results of these mixed-mode studies can be used in the development of a taxonomy of algorithm characteristics with respect to parallel implementation [24]. To map algorithms to reconfigurable parallel architectures efficiently, one must understand the ways in which the computational structures that comprise the algorithm will be executed using different modes of parallelism. The research presented here examines the implications of SIMD, MIMD, and mixed-mode approaches to computation structures such as PE data transfers, PE local data conditional masking, and data independent PE-address-based masking.

In summary, it was also shown that a mixed-mode machine can utilize its mode switching capability to support SIMD/MIMD parallelism and hardware barrier synchronization and to improve its performance over both pure SIMD and pure MIMD modes. These features were exploited in the mixed mode S/MIMD and BMIMD versions. Through the use of these mixed-mode techniques, the advantages of both the SIMD and MIMD modes were simultaneously exploited, and the advantage of a machine with this mode switching capability for the class of tasks with the computational characteristics examined was demonstrated.
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